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Jameson Tools, which first 
jumped into the telecom 
market in 1956 with their 
line of fiberglass poles 
has grown to serve the 
needs of all phases of 
deployment and repair. 
Based in Clover, South 
Carolina Sales Outsource 
Solutions is proud to rep-
resent Jameson in 
Canada. Today, in addi-
tion to Telecom solutions, 
Jameson also focuses on 
arbor, utility, and 
high-voltage electrical 
installation. One line of 
products that is worth 
examining further is the 
Buddy® system of fiber-
glass duct rodders. 

Duct rodders in general 
are used for underground 
cable installation. They 
can be used to clean 
ducts, attached with a 
sonde locator, and most 
importantly, pull cables 
through ducts or conduit. 
Most rodders are created 
with these functions in 
mind. However, Jameson 
has made some recent 
advancements worth 
mentioning, such as, the 
ultra-durable steel used 
for

the outer cage that will 
last longer than tradition-
al rodders. Another 
advantage to Jameson’s 
brand is the built-in repair 
kits that can be used to 
repair broken rodders on 
site rather than having to 
replace the entire unit. 
Overall, using a repair kit 
is much more economical 
than ordering a new unit, 
and after repair, the 
rodder will be up and run-
ning again in roughly 45 
minutes. 

The Jameson Buddy® 
line consists of six differ-
ent rodders that range in 
size and application. The 
smallest of the line is the 
Easy Buddy® for runs up 
to 150 meters and best 
used in cases where there 
will be tight turns or limit-
ed space to set up a 
rodder. The Good 
Buddy® has a 9.5mm 
diameter best for use in 
2-4” conduit however, it 
features a foldable frame 
for use in confined 
spaces. The Good 
Buddy® II and III are of 
similar diameter but fea-
ture fixed frames for dura-
bility and

come in longer lengths of 
up to 300 meters. The Big 
Buddy® features the stiff-
est rod and widest diame-
ter cable (1/2”) for longer 
runs that would be 
required in conduit 4” 
and larger. The largest 
rodder available from 
Jameson is the Mega 
Buddy® also with a 1/2” 
cable, for runs up to 450 
meters. For more infor-
mation regarding the line 
please refer to the chart 
on the next page. 

Want more info about 
Jameson or the Buddy® 
system? Contact Sales 
Outsource Solutions 
today.

Jameson Tools:
Buddy® System



Easy 
Buddy®

Features

Rod 
Diameter

Rod 
Lengths

Conduit 
Size Use

Min. Bend 
Radius

Pull 
Strength

Accessory 
Kit

Good 
Buddy®

Good 
Buddy® III

Good 
Buddy® II

Big 
Buddy®

Mega 
Buddy®

Longest 
Length for 

Largest 
Conduit 

Stiffest Rod
Longest Runs

Largest 
Conduit

Fixed Frame 
and Wide 
Wheels for 

Transport  + 
Longer Lengths

Fixed Frame 
and Wide 
Wheels for 
Transport

Foldable 
Frame for 
Confined 

Space

Tight Turns
Flexible Rod

Easy Transport 

1/2”1/2”3/8”3/8”3/8” 1/4” 

457m122m-305m122m-183m92m-122m92m-122m 92m-150m

4”+4”+2-4”2-4”2-4”1/2”

10”10”7”7”7”4”

1000LBS.1000LBS.1000LBS.1000LBS.1000LBS.400LBS.



Vaults are generally used 
for creating an under-
ground space for switch-
gear and other electric
equipment, or used in 
telecom applications. 
Vaults are different from 
electrical rooms as they 
are accessible directly 
from the street level in 
places such as sidewalks 
and parking lots. The 
obvious difference 
between a vault and an 
electrical enclosure is 
enclosures are not usually 
installed below ground. 
Vaults are often made of 
reinforced concrete that is 
rated and tested using a 
tier system.

The tier system that vaults 
use is centered around 
the idea that certain out-
door spaces need to hold
more weight than others, 
or, that some areas are 
more prone to heavy traf-
fic. The reason that not all
vaults are created equal is 
the higher the rating of 
the vault the more rein-
forced the concrete is and
therefore, results in a 
higher cost. Where safety 
is concerned, such as 
roadways with heavy traf-
fic, there

is no debate and the maxi-
mum weight bearing vault 
should be used. However, 
in other areas such as side-
walks and residential streets 
there is an opportunity for 
lower rated vaults. For 
example, on a simple side-
walk, the likelihood of a car 
driving on it intentionally is 
very low and therefore the 
maximum weight this area 
needs to be rated for is sub-
stantially lower than a road. 
In Canada, there is some 
consideration needed for 
V-Snowplows and similar 
machines that go onto side-
walks to clear the space, 
luckily, these machines are 
roughly 800-1000Lbs. Well 
below tier 5 rating.

The most common ratings 
that manufacturers produce 
is Light Duty, Tier 5, Tier 8, 
Tier 15, and Tier 22. Tier 15 
and 22 being the most 
common as these are rated 
for residential streets and 
roadways with occasional 
traffic. Tiers 15 and 22 are 
commonly used for parking 
lots with most vehicles 
being well under weight. 
Even if a large transport 
truck was to drive over the 
vault, say, on a delivery, 
since this is

not sustained and is 
uncommon these tiers are 
safe for installation. As 
always, consult local regu-
lations and installation 
engineers for precise 
measurements. This arti-
cle was written as a gen-
eral guide and should not 
be used in place of an 
expert.

Have any questions 
regarding vaults and their 
various applications? 
Consult the chart on the 
next page or contact 
Sales Outsource Solutions 
today!

Vault Tier Use & 
Classification



Light Duty

Applications

Weight 
Rating

Tier 5 Tier 8 Tier 15 Tier 22

3000
LBS.

5000
LBS.

8000
LBS.

15000
LBS.

225000
LBS.

Walking 
Traffic Only

Away From 
Sidewalks

Pedestrian 
Sidewalks 
(Without 
Driveway 
Passage)

Occasional 
and Non 
Regular 
Traffic

Pedestrian 
Sidewalks 
(Without 
Driveway 
Passage)

Occasional 
and Non 
Regular 
Traffic 

Safety 
Factor for 
Acciden

Driveway  
and Parking 

Lots

Heavy 
Traffic  Rare, 
Uncommon

Driveway  
and Parking 

Lots

Heavy 
Traffic  

Uncommon




